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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6040 222 4.52 1.57 32 9 7/8 36 6.87 4.11 100 N/A

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

QB
DOB (Age)

10/30/93 (24)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hall, Tony

TEAM

Tennessee Titans15 -1st - TEN
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Oregon (ORUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Mariota, Marcus

vs JAX 9/17 @Sea 9/24 vs PIT 11/16 @Hou 12/16 @LAR 12/24

20
Winning %

48%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Ranked 20th in 2017 at 3,232 yds. In 2017, Mariota led the Titans to their first 

playoff berth in nine years and their first postseason victory since January 2004.

A 3 year veteran going into his fourth year in the league as a starter playing and starting in 42 games. He

came back in 2017 after fracturing his right fibula in week 17 of 2016. He has been under HC Mike Mularkey

for his first three years and OC Terry Robiskie for his last two years. They ran a run heavy 13/22 personnel

offense with a lot of RPO’s and play action passes during his first three years. He has good height, weight, and

good athletic build with good arm length and hand size. He has very good AA and play speed to out run LB’s

and DB’s in the open field. He has an elite temperament in that he carries himself in a calm manner and

doesn’t get too high or low knowing how to answer questions to the media and carry himself on and off the

field. In presnap shows good poise to check into a different run play depending on the front and will move

receivers around on passing plays. When the ball is snapped he shows good AA and mental processing in the

run game, play action, and RPO to push back from the pocket and put the ball in the RB’s belly and continue

the play to make the LB’s and DB’s suck in and has good play speed, COD, extension of plays, and elusiveness

to get yards up the field with his feet while keeping his eyes down the field. The offense has been set up with

two good RB’s to make it so he isn’t asked to put the offense on his back at all times. He has a tendency to

break the pocket too early and having a run game can keeps the offense on schedule and lessens his exposure

to unnecessary hits. He shows solid explosion from under center and out of shotgun to get to his drop and

good agility on his feet. He has the arm strength and accuracy to throw receivers open and or in stride to keep

them in bounds on Crossing routes, Fades, Outs, and Comebacks. He shows solid poise in his body language

not getting too high or low, keeps his eyes down the field going through his progressions, and keeping both

hands on the ball for security. He has good competitive toughness and will stand in the pocket and take a hit

and also when on the move spin and scramble with his legs to get extra yards along with diving in piles to get

lose balls. He has good decision making that he will throw the ball away or take the check down or get extra

yards with his feet. He’s shown good poise and decision making in recognizing zone and man coverage and

throwing quickly to the hot or open receiver or throwing the check down after getting the defense to suck in

after he has moved to escape the pocket. He loses his accuracy when his mechanics break down in the pocket

when he is getting pressure up the middle and can’t step into his throws. His loss of accuracy is mainly

attributed to pressure and an inability to step into his throws. His awareness and manipulation of the pocket

is adequate at this point in his career he tends to either break the pocket too early because, he has the speed

and elusiveness too or he hasn’t gotten comfortable stepping into a wide open space while rushers are

blocked and still coming. He is solid at sensing pressure and manipulating the pocket. The timing in his head

has to speed up at times understanding the pressure, where it’s coming from, and the down and distance. He

is learning to play with more urgency every game rep he gets. His playing with urgency is solid in that he

doesn’t always play with the same timing the receivers have on outs, slants, digs, and crossing routes and will

be late allowing the corner or safety to break on the ball. Overall he is a solid 24 year old QB that a team can

win with and has the poise, AA, and arm talent to win games behind a good running game while he develops

his skills in the league. He is not ready to have the whole game relied upon his AA, arm talent, and decision

making to win a game or have a full game winning drive on his back. His mobility in RPO’s make him a dual

threat while he gains more knowledge and experience in the league.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

42
Games Started

42
Games Won

Throws late, breaking too early out of the pocket, tends to throw off back foot and 

pocket awareness.

PROJECTION A solid starting QB that has the arm strength to make every throw on the field and the 

mobility to be a threat in play action and RPO’s. He needs an offense that has a heavy run 

game and uses his arm strength to push the ball down the field. He tends to want to 

escape the pocket too early and not keep his feet under him and will throw off his back 

foot taking away his accuracy. 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Mobility, arm strength, and accuracy.

WORST

QB

He can fit in any scheme. He needs to be able to use his mobility in a RPO/play action 

with a heavy run game while he learns more of the nuances of manipulating the pocket in 

the pro’s.

2015 – knee (out wk7-8, probable wk9, day to day wk15, out wk16,17) – 2016 – 
fractured right fibula – (IR wk17) – 2017 – hamstring (wk5,6)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


